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The most general Lagrangian describing class A interactions [1] for an arbitrary system of 
fields of spin 0, 1/ 2, and 1 is derived under the sole restriction that the coupling constants 
are dimensionless (minimal interactions). Some new general groups of phase transforma
tions are indicated under which all the theories are invariant as a result of their belonging 
to class A. With a suitable choice of masses, the free-field Lagrangians are also invariant 
under these transformations. 

EARLIER[ 1 J we investigated the theories of 
class A for interacting fields with spins 0, t;2, and 
1 under the assumptions that the number of spinor 
particles is conserved and the coupling constants 
are dimensionless, and established a deep connec
tion between such concepts as electrical charge, 
baryon charge, and isospin, and the property of a 
vector field having spin 1. In the present paper 
these results are generalized to the case when 
conservation of the number of spinor particles is 
not assumed (i.e., the bosons can make virtual 
transitions to two fermions), but the coupling con
stants are dimensionless, as formerly. As before, 
the interactions are considered successively. The 
analysis of the self-coupling of the vector fields 
that was carried out in [1] is not needed in the 
modification. The interactions with fields with 
spin % and 0 and their symmetry properties are 
examined in Sees. 2 and 3, respectively; the gen
eral results and discussion are given in Sees. 4 
and 5. 

We note that the groups of transformations that 
are found remain invariant, in particular the free 
Lagrangian of the spinor fields for a suitable 
choice of masses. They can be considered as 
generalizations of the Pauli-Giirsey group [2] to 
the case of multi-spinor fields. 

In the Appendix are presented some concrete 
realizations of the Lie algebra and the correspond
ing interactions. Among the examples considered 
in which there is nonconservation of the number 
of spinor particles, we note the interaction of the 
"deuteron field." It would be possible to speak 
of such an interaction if, closing our eyes to ob
vious difficulties, we describe a friable deuteron 
(a stable boson with spin 1 and baryon charge 
B = 2) by a field in the Lagrangian formalism. 

Then of necessity we should arrive at a "triplet" 
field with equal masses, consisting of a deuteron 
( 1 +, B = 2 ) , a neutral boson ( 1-, B = 0 ) , and an 
antineutron ( 1 +, B = -2 ) . This symmetry, how
ever, is destroyed by strong 1r-meson interac
tions (and by some others as well). Therefore, 
the mass of the neutral boson, if in general it 
exists, can differ from the mass of the deuteron 
by several hundred MeV. 

2. We begin.with the interaction of a system of 
vector fields b~ ( i = 1, ... , k) with spinors 1/Jr 
( r = 1, ... , m) taking into account the possibility 
that the number of spinor particles is not con
served. All symbols used in the present paper 
are the same as those used in [1]. In particular, 
by lJ! we shall mean a column consisting of the 
individual fields 1/Jr. The most complete La
grangian with dimensionless coupling constants 
is written in the form 

L;,, 1 = L 1 - \j) (yo+ M) \jJ + i\j)y~'- (T}1> + y5 T)2>) \jlb~ 

i - r<a> + r<4>) •h bi + i ;;~, + -z'ilYp. ( i Yo i '~'c 11- 2 '~'cYp. 

X (T}3)+ + YsT}4>+) \jlb~, ( 1) 

where the index + indicates Hermitian conjugate, 
L 1 is the Lagrangian of the self-action of the 
vector fields (cf. Eq. (3) in [1J), and 1/Jc is the 
charge-conjugated spinor. 

The matrices T( ) are a compact way of 
writing the corresponding coupling constants. To 
the terms involving the Hermitian matrices Tj0 

and T~ 2 l have been added new terms with 
J 

matrices Tj3l and Tt)• which describe the possi-

ble interactions with nonconservation of the number 
of spinor particles (e.g., interactions with vector 
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bosons having a double baryon charge, if such 
existed). The matrices Tf> are antisymmetric, 

whereas the Tj4l are symmetric. It is clear that 

the symmetric parts of the matrices T~3 l and the 
J 

asymmetric parts in Tj4l automatically give zero. 

In fact, taking into account the anti-commutative 
property of the fields, 

no matter what the matrix T is (the sign ~ indi-

, 1 ( r\1> - 'f(t> + r\3> + r\3>+ r\1>-- ) ) ) ) 
1 - 2 i (r\t> + 'f(t> + r\3> _ r\3)+ 

) ) ) ) 

1 
( 

r<2> -1- 1'<.2> -1- r\4> + r\4>+ f\2) -- ) ) ) ) 
J - 2 i (T(2) _ 'f(2) + T(4) _ T(4)+) 

.1 ) ) ) 

Then the Lagrangian L1; 2 , 1 takes the form 

(7) 

In accordance with the construction of the inter
action term in Eq. (7) and the property of lJ! with 
respect to charge conjugation (3), the matrices 
Tj 1) are antisymmetric, and Tj2 ) are symmetric; 

in addition they are both Hermitian. 
The Lagrangian (7) is practically the same in 

form as the Lagrangian (24) in [1]. The main dif
ference is that the matrices Tf> and Tyl are 

here replaced by the two-dimensional matrices 
i'J 1> and TT. This leads immediately to the con-

clusion that to fulfill the alternatives 

ou.bi = { 0' 
• P- arbitrary, 

if m~ =I= 0 

"f 2 ' 1 m 1 = 0 
(8) 

which cuts off spin 0 in the vector field and gives 
significance only to spin 1, it is necessary and 
sufficient that 

ri'll), MJ = o, 
h (2) n 

[Ti , M]+ =0, 

(9) 
(10) 

l i'11> + r sr1z>, .T)I> + r si'}z> l = iaijk (.Tiel> + r si'~>). ( 11 > 

The relations for the interaction constants of the 
vector fields obtained in [1] remain unchanged. 
We are again led to a Lie algebra, but for the 
matrices T~t) + y5T~2 >, and to invariance of the 

theory about the transformation groups, which 

cates transposition). 
The Lagrangian ( 1) is conveniently written in 

more compact form. We introduce for this a two
dimensional column 

(2) 

with the property 

(3) 

and matrices 
, (M M= 

0 
( 4) 

- i (r\t> + 'f\t>- r\a> + r\3>+)) 
1 1 ) 1 

r(t> _ 'f(l> _ r(a> _ r\3>+ • 
1 1 1 ) 

( 5) 

(6) 

have the following infinitesimal form: 

bi' bi bk nr, = ur _ ; ...... ,. (T"1(t> + rsi'1<2>) w 
p. = p. + CXijkffij I'> T T •~ (12) 

where Wj are infinitesimal parameters. 
We present Eqs. (9) to (11) written directly in 

terms of the matrices TCt), TC2>, TC 3>, and TC4>: 

[Tjl), Ml = 0, 

(13) 

r\2>] + T(a>r(a>+- T(a>r(a>++T\4lT(4l+ 
:J 1. ] ) 1. 1. J 

(14) 

(15) 

TlllT(a> _ r\llT(a> + T\2lT(4) _ T(z>r\4> _ T(a>r~\ll _L T(a>f(t> 
t 3 J 1 1. 3 J t 1. J r 3 t 

(16) 

(17) 

The transformation law ( 12) for the spinor parti
cles is accordingly written in the form 

The spinor fields with zero mass and the spinor 
fields with non-zero mass, as before, do not in
teract directly, as can be easily shown by dis
playing the matrices in block form, as was done 
in [1]. 

The term with y5 enters into the transforma-
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tion law ( 18) only when among the spinor fields 
there is one with zero mass. In this case the 
transformation of ( 18), with account taken of the 
relations (14)-(17) is a generalization of the 
Pauli and Giirsey group [2] to the case of multi
spinor fields with mass 0. If the masses of all 
the spinor fields are non-zero, then 1'< 2> = 0, i.e., 

T~2 l = 0 and T~4 ) = 0. In this case, however, it is 
J J 

possible to transform 1/J and 1/Jc into each other 

'¢' = '¢- iwi (T)I>'¢ + T)3>'¢c). (19) 

This class of transformations is the maximum 
generq.lization of the phase transformation 
ljJ- e1AI/J to the case of many fields with non
zero mass. 

G(l) _ a a a a 1 
( 

G(l) + G(l) + c<a) + c<a)+ 

a - 2 i (G~1l- 'G~1l + c~a>- c~>+) 

Then the most general Lagrangian of the inter
acting fields with spins 1, 1/ 2, and 0 with dimen
sionless coupling constants is written as: 

L = L -_I_ f) cpa. f) <pa _ ....!._ ma(11 2) mb 
o, •;,, 1 '/,, 1 2 1'- 1'- 2 '1' r ab '1' 

+ Sabcdcpacpbcpc<pd + 'l]~bcpaiJI'-cpb ·b~ + r;,yb cpa <pbb~b~ 

+-+ W (G~1) + iy5G~2)) 'Jfcpa. (23) 

It basically coincides in form with the Lagrangian 
( 37) in [1], differing only in the replacement of the 
matrices G by the two-dimensional matrices G, 
such that the choice of the new matrices G is 
limited by the relation 

(i']1>- r/i')2>) (c2> + irsG~2>)- (G~1> + irsG~2>) 
x rF}1> + irsi'j2>) = - i'l]~b (Gh1> + irsG~2>), (24) 

similar to the relation ( 46) in [1]. For T(t) and 
T(2 l the relations ( 9) to ( 11) just introduced re
main in force, and the remaining relations for 
a and TJ maintain the same form as in [1]. 

Through the use of matrices T and G, Eq. 
(24) can be written directly in the form 

i [T\0 , c~0 J + rrp>, c~>J+ + iT\3>c~s>+- iG~>r;s>+ 

+ T\4>c~4)+ + G~4>rj4>+ = 1'J~bGb1>, (25) 

(26) 

3. We turn now to the general system of in
teracting fields with spins 1, Y2, and 0 (the latter 
are symbolized by 'Pa (a= 1, ... , l) ). In order 
to encompass all interactions with nonconserva
tion of the number of spinor particles, it is 
necessary to add to the general Lagrangian (37) 
in [1] the terms 

_I_ ;~; (G<a> + iy G(4)) ,,, ma + _1_ ;~, (G<a>+ + i"' c<4>) •hma 
2 't' a 5 a 't'C't' 2 't'C a 1 5 a 't''t' ' (20) 

where the coupling matrices G~3 ) and G~4 ) are 

symmetric (antisymmetric matrices give zero 
contribution: lf(G- G)I/Jc = lfy5 (G- G)I/Jc = 0). 

We introduce again the spinors >¥ ( 2) and the 
two-dimensional symmetric Hermitian matrices 

- i ( c~o- c~1>- c~> + c~>+ )) 
G~1) + 'Q~1) - cj;>- G~3)+ , 

(21) 

- i ( G~2)- 'Q~2)- G~4) + G~4l+ )) 

G~2) + G~2l - G~4l - G~4l+ . (22) 

i (T\11G~3 > + c~>r\1)) + T\2>G~4 > + G~4>T\2l + G~2JT\4 > 

+ T <4>c-<2l _ i (G<I>r<a> _ r<a>c--<1l) = _1_ i c<a> 
t a a t t a 2 'l1ab b , (27) 

- Tjl>c~4J- G~4lfj1l- i (T\2>c~> + c;;>f'\2l) 

+ G<2lT(a> T(a>c-<2J _ . (G(1)Tr4l + r\4lc'<1J) = _1_ '11; c<4l 
a t - t a l a ., t a 2 ·1ab b • 

(28) 

In the most interesting case of non-zero masses in a 
all the spinor fields 1'f2l = 0, and Eq. (24) takes 
the form 

r T\1>, c~l) 1 = - i 1l~bcbn, 

r i'\1>, G~2> 1 = - i TJ~bGb2>. 

(29) 

( 30) 

4. Thus, the most complete Lagrangian of 
class A for a system of fields with spin 0, Y2, 

and 1 with dimensionless coupling constants has 
the form 

L = - _1_ G G - _1_ b m 2b 
O,t/::o, 1 4 JJ.V !J.V 2 p. lJ· 

--+ (fJI'-- 1Jib~) cp· (iJp.- Tjjb~) cp- -\-cp~.t 2cp 

+ Sabcdcpacpb<pc<pd +-+ 'Y {G~1) + iysCJ~2)} 'Ycpa. 

(If all the spinor fields have masses different 
from zero, then the term with y 5T(2) falls out.) 
In Eq. ( 31) the tensors of the vector fields are 

(31) 
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and the coupling matrices a, 77, ~ and masses 
m 2, /1 2 satisfy Eqs. (20) to (22), (42)-(45) from [1] 
The new matrices T, G, and M satisfy relations 
(9) to (11) and (24) of the present paper. 

In the preceding paper [1] the general La
grangian for the class A theory was written out 
with two limitations: dimensionless coupling 
constants and conservation of the number of 
spinor particles. As we have shown above, when 
the latter limitation is removed, the conclusions 
made in [1] remain in force. Only now they are 
formulated in the language of two-dimensional 
spinors and matrices: 1¥, T, M, and G. The cor
responding transformation groups relative to 
which the theory is invariant are isomorphous 
with the groups considered in [1], and the infini
tesimal transformations are written in the form 

b~ = b~ + a;i"wib~, 'I'= 'I'- iw; (T)1l + y 5TJ2l) 'I', 

cpa' = cpa + Wj'l']~b cpb. ( 32) 

We note that the calculation of terms with non
conservation of spinor particles, generally speak
ing, can lead to non-conservation of parity in the 
interaction of spinor fields having non-zero mass 
with vector fields. (See the interaction A7 in the 
Appendix.) 

5. We make one further general observation. 
Usually the fields are classified according to the 
homogeneous Lorentz group (scalars, spinors, 
vectors, etc.), whereas physical concepts (momen
tum, spin, mass) are concepts of the inhomogen
eous Lorentz group. By going through the pro
gram designated in [3], we eliminate in [1] and in 
this paper superfluous components of the vector 
fields so that all the fields would be proper func
tions of one of the invariants of the inhomogen
eous group (spin); this is responsible also for the 
generality and elegance of the symmetry proper
ties inherent in the class A theories. One can 
express the hope that if an apparatus could be 
constructed, adequate for the inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group and with a suitable classification 
of the interacting fields, in which the fields would 
not be cluttered with superfluous components, 
then these symmetry properties would become 
plainly obvious. 

In conclusion we thank B. N. Valuev and L. B. 
Okun' for critical comments and M. A. Markov 
for his interest in the work. 

APPENDIX 

EXAMPLES OF THE REALIZATION OF THE 
GENERAL STRUCTURE RELATIONS (14)-(17) 

We shall present a few examples of unusual 
interactions that do not conserve the number of 

spinor particles. We consider the possible reali
zations of the relations (14) to (17) by 2 x 2 
matrices for two choices of CYijk· This means 
that there are only two spinor fields. We assume 
that their masses are different from zero, so 
that T~2 ) = T~4 ) = 0. 

l l 

A. Let aijk = g£ijk (i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 ). We 
enumerate all possibilities. 

1) T{t) = gTi/2, T?l = 0-the usual isotopically 
invariant interaction: 

(A1) 

It is interesting that because of its vector 
property it is also invariant relative to the three
parameter transformation group 

•h' ( iwa . ) '" iw1 + w2 • '" 't' = COS (iJ- (;}Slll (iJ 't'- --ffi-Slll (iJ 't'G, 

(A2) 

where 

2) The second possibility1): 

TJ(tl =- g2 (t+-rJ·t), r<3l g (t t) "' "' i = 2 ;,'t'2l'i;, 't'z, 

where ~ is a two-component quantity depending on 
three parameters, ~ = ( sineei<~'1, cos eei'Pz). 
One or another choice of parameters secures a 
realization of the Lie algebra. In particular, for 
e = 0, 'Pz = 0 

r<ll- .!L 
3 - 2 ' 

r<sl = .!L -r 
2 2 2• 

In this case the interaction of the vector field 
with the spinors has the form 

2 ~2 l'i'r ~'-'Jlab; + 'i'ar ~'-'Jlb; + ¥2-'Jlr v- 'Jlb!L (A3) 

where 1/JG is the G-conjugated spinor 1/JG = iTzl/Jc, 
and 

b~ = (b~- ib~)!yi, b; = (b~ + ib~);y2. 
This interaction is not only invariant relative to 
the transformation groups2 l 

bi' bi k A4) 
p. = p. + geijkWibl'-, I 

'Jl' = '1'- f igw31j)- f g (iw1 + w2)1Jlc, (A5) 

but also relative to the usual isotopic transforma
tions of the field 1/J, if we consider the field b~ to 
be isoscalar. We note that transition to the 

1lThe matrices Tf3l are asymmetric by definition, and 
therefore they are by necessity multiples of the matrix r,. 

2lThe second transformation on rjJ is written in form (A2) 
with the replacement there llJ ... gc,/2. 
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spinors x = 11:! [ ( 1 + 73 ) If!+ ( 1- 7 3 ) 1/Jcl gives the 
interaction (A3) the form (A1). 

3) Finally, there remains the last possibility 

This case is a completely determined combina
tion of interactions of the type 1) and 2). In 
particular' for e = 0' Cf2 = 0 

The interaction (A 7) is invariant relative to 
the transformations of b11 according to (A4) and 
ljJ according to 

(A8) 

B. Let us now assume six vector fields, such 
that a 123 = g, a 456 = f, and O'ijk not reducing to 
these are zero. This representation is reducible. 
The matrices of the coupling with the doublet of 
the spinor fields can be expressed in the form 

r<l) - _I_ · (. - 1 ? 3) , - 2 gr, t - , _, , T(ll = ...!..j 
6 2 ' 

(i=1,2,3), T(3l- .l...jr 
5 - 2 2• 

To this choice of the matrices corresponds the 
interaction 

3 

if ~ 1Jlr~'- -r;'!Jb~ 
i=l 

where 

B~ = b~. 

This theory is invariant, when b11 transforms 
according to the law (A4) and 1/J according to the 
law 

_ iw• +_ Ws • (j_ Q) •h } 
9 Sill 2 't'G , 

(A10) 

Thus the theory has invariance relative to 
isotopic rotations, in which the triplet b~ ( i 
= 1, 2, 3) transforms like an isopseudovector, 
and the triplet B11 remains unchanged. In addi
tion, it is invariant relative to the three-parame
ter transformation groups (isomorphous to the 
isotopic group) in which B±,o transform as an 
isotopic triplet, and the triplet b11 is not trans
formed. In this, as is seen from (A10), 1/J and 
1/Jc transform into each other. Similar transfor
mations have been touched upon by Strel 'tsov. [4] 

The existence of this dual invariance is due 
to the vector property of the interaction. In an 
interaction of spinors via the combinations lflf!, 
lf!Y5 lf!, or 1/JYp y51jJ this would not be possible. It is 
not surprising that interactions with 1r mesons 
destroy the invariance under the second group of 
transformations. (It can be directly verified that 
the relations ( 3) are destroyed.) 

The field B,:i can describe qualitatively the 
deuteron, which also has a spin and parity 1 +, 

electric charge +e, and a double baryon charge, 
and is an isotopic singlet. Then the neutral field 
Bt would have the mass of the deuteron, and the 
deuteron, Bt ( 1- ), and the antideuteron would 
constitute the "triplet." The corresponding sym
metry, however, as mentioned above, is destroyed 
by other strong interactions; therefore the exist
ence of a resonance of B~ is extremely doubtful, 
and, in any case, its mass can differ significantly 
from the mass of the deuteron. 
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